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NOV 12 1973 

e NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART 

Washington 

SELF-PORTRAIT 

AL eee od by Rembrandt van Ryn 
Dutch, 1606-1669 

Canvas, signed and dated 1659 

The range of Rembrandt's self-portraits is unrivaled in the history 

of art, From the age of twenty until his death at sixty-three, the Dutch genius 

painted about sixty likenesses of himself, a body of work he expanded with over 

twenty etchings and about ten drawings. While self-portraits comprise roughly 

ten percent of Rembrandt's oeuvre, their numerical importance is heightened by 

their continuity, for there is hardly a phase of Rembrandt's life unaccounted for 

When considered as a group, these varied portraits display in his portraiture, 

tremendous pictorial inventiveness, At the same time, they consistently probe 

the artist's character, Perhaps the most intense psychological study is 

Rembrandt's Self-Portrait of 1659, 

Seated in profile against a plain brown background, hands folded in 

his lap, the fifty-three-year-old Rembrandt turns full-face to the observer. The 

artist's unpretentious clothing enhances the eros straightforward mood, He 

wears a gray-green doublet with a high velvet collar set off by the thin yellow 

lining of his undergarment and the deep red cloak which rests over his arm. 

His costume is completed by a black cap decorated with gold cord; underneath, 

’ oan his gray hair is massed in short curls, 

Rembrandt's lined countenance--with its irregular features, loose 

flesh, and a trace of a moustache--reveals the artist's years of experience, 





‘His large dominating eyes express a profound thoughtfulness that pervades the 

entire work, Indeed, the artist's keen self-observation is punctuated by his 

steady, candid self-analysis. Like many of his mature self-portraits, this work 

is powerful through its simplicity of style and utter Picea on character, 

There are no superficial ornaments to compete with the solitary, dignified figure 

of the artist; all trivia yields to the compelling reflection of the man, To sustain 

such a focus, Rembrandt arranged a dramatic illumination of his face by mani- 

pulating color and light, 

While the artist employed many hues in painting his costume, they 

nevertheless were toned down, forming a somber palette that is further subdued 

by the brown background. Rembrandt designated livelier hues--variations of 

yellows, reds, and cream tones--to his face, Here the warm, bright colors 

command attention. Rembrandt's serious, penetrating gaze is further enhanced 

through light, Reserved almost entirely for the face, light seems to shine from 

within Rembrandt's visage. Broad shadow accents that play around his eyes and 

under his nose and lips intensify Rembrandt's persistent analysis of himself, 

There is a sober quality here, a record of the artist's inner trials, 

Late in his career Rembrandt was haunted by dwindling popularity, bankruptcy, 

and personal disappointments, Yet this self-portrait traces the spiritual ele- 

ments of character that survive such bitter peneriencest It was just that 

expression of human consciousness which Rembrandt sought in his art, In his 

lifelong study of man's psyche, he proved to be his own best model. 

B.S. M, 

Height 84 cm,, width 66 cm, (33 1/4 x 26 in, ) 
NGA No, 72. Andrew W. Mellon Collection GALLERY 48 





REMBRANDT - SELF PORTRAIT 

This painting was purchased by Robert Bernard Shaw (Rusty) 

of the Carriage House Galleries - 5611 University Way N.E. Seattle, 

Washington 98105. Phone-206-523-4960. He did not know, and does 

not presently know that it 1s a Rembrandt. Rusty purchased the 

painting in Venice, Italy in 1958 from a Polish Countess who was 

married to an Italian Count. This painting (according to Rusty) 

wes from her own belongings, and not from the estate of her husband, 

Her first name was Stella, but Mr. Shaw is unable to recall her last 

name, and has lost track of any correspondence he had with her. 

He knows that she was born in Krakow, Poland, and that she died 

in Nice, France about 1960. at aporoximately 70 years of age. 

Rusty had met her incidentaly in a cafe in Venice. They struck 

up a conversation, and as a result, he purchased many items directly 

Lo Omene Te 

This is really all we know about the history of this painting, 

aside from the fact that it was at one time in the collection 

of an illustrious Polish Count - Count Leon Vandalin Mniszech. The 

collection of this man is well known, and he had many fine works 

of art. Count Mniszech died in 1901, and his collection was sold 

in Paris, France in 1902, This painting was not in his collection 

at that time.) It left his collection, probably at a much earlier 

date. The painting was damaged and cut down in size at some time 

after it left Oount Mniszechs' collection, since the collectors seal 

is presently partially wrapped around the stretcher board. It had 

been backed up with another canvas prior to its being cut down. 

The important part of the painting remains intact, and in good 

condition. 

This is a very important Rembrandt painting, not only because 

it 1s one of the missing self portraits from the mid T660"e", but 
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also because of what lies beneath the surface painting. 

According to Seymour Slive, who is a noted American authority 

on Rembrandt, about one third of his self portraits are lost or 

missing. Most experts believe that he made approximately 90 

self portraits - about 60 of them are in existence today. This 

is inclusive of the three mediums - painting-drawing and etching. 

Between the years 1662 and 1669 no self portraits exist that are 

Known. This self portrait helps date itself, by the paintings 

that exist beneath the surface painting. I believe that the 

portrait is from 1663 or 64. 

There are two oil studies for famous paintings by Rembrandt 

beneath this self portrait. This is also very important to the 

value of this painting, for the reason that no other oil study 

for a painting by Rembrandt exists anywhere in the world. 

The oil study furthest beneath the surface, is upside down. 

It is an oil study for the very famous painting of "A Man in a 

Gold Helmet" supposedly Rembrandts brother. I think everyone has 

seen prints of this painting at some time. It was painted at some 

time in the late 1650's. Some date it 1657. 

Over the top of this lower oil study, Rembrandt painted an 

oil study for the central figure in the very large painting- 

"The Conspiracy of Julius Civilis". This famous painting (cut 

down by Rembrandt himself) now hangs in the Stockholm National 

Museum in Sweden. This oil study is in the same position as the 

surface painting, and is directly beneath the surface painting. 

This hugh painting was painted in 1661 and 1662. Since this 

painting was not completed until 1662, it follows that the self 

paortrait is from one of the following years. 





I should mention that in 1656, Rembrandt went through 

bankruptcy proceedings. He lost his house, and everything that 

he had was sold at a fraction of its worth to cover his debts. 

This undoubtedly explains why this canvas was used by him 

over and over, and not discarded. 
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Techniques typical of Rembrandt used on painting. 

. Hair made by scraping with the pointed handle of his brush. 

. Highlights in eyes picked out to light underbese. 
- Highlight on nose scraped down to light underbase. 
. Scattered isolated spots of strong color at various places. YOWdb 

These techniques could have been taught to students, but 
it 1s doubtful that a student painting a portrait of Rembrandt 
would have picked up on two things evident on this painting. 
There is a small scar on the neck of Rembrandt on this painting. 
This is the only portrait that this can be seen on, because this 
is the only portrait of Rembrandt with his head held back, 
Also, there is a small quirk in the upper eyelid of his left eye. 
This quirk is evident in other of his self portraits in old age. 
This is really very strong evidence that the surface painting 
was painted by Rembrandt also, and not by one of his students. 





ASM 28-002 

THE BOEING COMPANY , LABORATG:Y REPORT no. 2-4863-0000- 048 
Purpose eae Model =. Dote_ March 24, 1972 

Toy re eg renee er Party No: » 

®% Subject = ediographs of Paimtinpcems seme 

Source ee ee ee ee ee REIN SDS REQ: 

Purchase Order__Letter Ss, Dote Rec'd.__ 3/09/72 Quon. Acc. Rej. 

Material PE en cee Aik oe Bees Spec. 

["] Chema obs == eae] Sonic 4 1) Mets Lob, = ee ee 2 8 [el Mechonical ae 

ie X= Ray aes ee ees (a Mog/Penetrant 

Reference: Accommodation Sale ASM 28-002 Cesta: 

The radiographic laboratory has completed an examination of a painting, suspected to be by Rembrandt. 

The purpose of the examination was to determine whether the painting is an original Rembrandt. Several 

good radiographs were obtained using x-ray techniques between ten and twenty kilovolts at ten 

milliamperes. A focal film distance of 48 inches was used with Eastman Type M film. 

The radiograph of the painting said to be a self portrait of Rembrandt, plainly showed the feature of the 

3) visible (exterior) portrait as outlined by the various types and thicknesses of paint. There were also faint 

and confusing indications of sketches that had been covered over in the final painting. The under sketches 

seemed to show a bearded man rather than the clean shaven man shown on the final portrait but this 

conclusion required some imagination. Nothing really conclusive was noted except that the painting is an 

original and quite old. A really good interpretation of the radiograph will require a knowledge of the 

techniques of the artist. 

J roe , 

Prepored with Ley a Approved ae eon, Org n,___2-4863____ 

K. Bendschneider A. E. Freeman 

U3 4161 7000 





NATIONAL LIBRARY 

DEPARTMENT OF PRINTED MATTER Paris, feb. 25, 19%e2 
THE HEAD CURATOR 

Mr. Duane A. Lance 
16843 Fremont Ave. No. 
Seattle, Wash. 98133 
(United States) 

Sierke 

The sale of the Leon Miniszech collection took place in Paris 
at the Georges Petit Gallery, on April 9, 10 and 11, 1902. ‘The 
catalog describes 198 paintings, old pictures, especially portraits, 
of the German, English, Spanish and especially Italian, French, 
Flemish and Dutch schools. It includes numerous copies of pictures 
and facsimiles of signatures. A preface, signed L. Roger-Miles, 
calls attention to the portraits appearing in this collection. Some 
very great names in painting appear there: Goya, Guardi, Perugino, 
Tiepolo, Philippe de Champaigne, Largilliere, Hubert Robert, Breughel, 
Hals, Honthorst, Rubens, Ruysdael, ete. The catalog was completed by 
about a hundred items representing objects of art and furniture. 

Count Leon Mniszech, the descendent of an illustrious Polish 
family, was the son of Count Andre Mniszech (b. November 21, 1824 - 
D. Paris, May 111905) and of the Countess, born Anna Marie Barbe 
Louise Potocka (b. 1827 - d. Paris, February 24, 1885). He had 
married, in Paris, on April 29 1876, Isaure de Montault, by whom he 
had no children, it would seem. The eldest son of Count Andre, Count 
Georges Mniszech (1823-1331) had married, on October 13 1846, Anna 
Hanska, daughter of Eveline Hanska who, on her second marriage, became 
in 1850, the wife of the great French novelist Honore de Balzac. 

We have not been able to find the exact date of the death of 
Count Leon Mniszech, which must have taken place at the end of 1901 
or at the beginning of 1902. He seems.to have died in Paris. You 
will be able, if it interests you, to obtain an exact date by 
applying to the Archives of Paris, 30 quai Henri-IV, Paris-04. 

Please accept, Sir, the expression of my most distinguished 

wishes. 

/s/ 

Roger Pierrot. 

58, Rue de Richelieu, Paris 02, Telephone 742-02-51 
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3 - Bibliotheque d'Art et d'Archeologie de l'Universite de aris. 

a 3, rue liichelet. 75 - PAIS Vie. . 
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oR Melle M. Blancherie 
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UNIVERSITE DE PARIS 

BIBLIOTHEQUE SAINTE-GENEVIEVE 

10, PLACE DU PANTHEON - PARIS (V°) 

TEL. 633 05-15 

aris, 21 Wéyrier 1% ; 

ae Monsieur, 

: Nous avons.bien recu votre lettre concernant. lo peintre 

collecbionneur Miniszech. 

Lalheureusement la Bibliotieque Vaints Genevitve ne posseede aucun 
ouvrage 4 son sujet et pas davanta;,e le catalocue de vente de sn collection. 

JQ pelx cependant vores commaniguer te bextle Ge La wollow we ir! 

(Dictionnaire des peintres , sculpteurs, dessinaleours of preveurs. laris, 1954. tome com 

"MNISZEK (Comte André de), peintre, travaillant 4 Faris, wert on 1905. Wleve de Jean Gigoux 
a OF A ~ ie Gl Selim wk Le Musée de Besancon conserve de lui "le Portrait do Jean “isow 

morte", Le Comte Mniszek possédait une admirenle collection de pointures dont Ta vente eut 

item these) gxenal WoO. 

Cependant la date «a vente Vous noteresz la différence de prénom . 
est bien celle que vous signalez. Je n'ai trouvé trace d'aucun autre Comte Mnisaet. 

d'autres bibliotheques plus spécialisées pourront, peut&étre , vous donner quelques rensei- 

gnements complémentaircs., 

- Wusée du Louvre. Département des peintures. Service d'étude et de documentation. 

- jiusée national d'art moderne. Bibliotheque. 2, rue de la Jianutention. 7% - PANTS XV 

Vous pouvez également vous adresser aux musées de Lille et de Besan- 

eon qui conservent des oeuvres de ce peintre. 
Veuillez croire, Monsieur, a l'assurance de mu’ considération: 

disinguée. 
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However, our familiarty with the human face is such that the 

split-face composite is a powerful analysis technique in _ such 

instances (Ref. 6). Consequently, in the following the split-face 

technique has been utilized. These image superpositions were 

performed on a digital computer image-enhancement system manufac- 

tured by Chorus Data Systems, Inc. It is known as the "Master 

Developer's System" and has a pixel field that is 512x484 with an 

8-bit palette significance. Image-Pro (Ver. 1.5) image processing 

software from Media Cybernetics, Inc. was employed to execute the 

analyses. 

In accordance with the above, original photographs of MR and 

comparison Rembrandt self-portraits were digitized and loaded 

into the computer. As any two original photographs will always be 

of sightly different magnifications, it was necessary to scale 

the computer-digitized image files to precisely the same _ size. 

This was accomplished by adjusting the vertical scales so that 

the eye-level to mouth distances were the same lengths in the two 

images. The horizontal scales were adjusted to make the eye-pupil 

separations the same in both images. Having made these adjust- 

ments the computer image for MR and the various’ self-portrait 

faces were split down the vertical bisectors through the noses. 

Then, the various facial halves from the self-portraits were 

connected to the appropriate half of MR. If a variety of these 

matches® -yield aesthetically acceptable faces, then it is quite 

plausible that MReigeaeportradteor Rembrande, but not necessarily 

a self-portrait (to be addressed in subsequent sections). Usual- 

ly, head orientation would be expected to be problematical when 





trying to match faces from different pictures. Fortunately, the 

number of Rembrandt self-portraits is so vast that many different 

orientations. areuavai lable ttovchoose from imp seeking a match to 

the face in MR: 

Another complexity in forming split-face images of paintings 

1S) that sor color ee imatne ligntingsin ache ELwo. Compositions 

represent quite different situations, then the match may _ look 

poor, aesthetically. Further, if (the varnish “has aged and . 

yellowed a great deal more in one painting, then a good match may 

look improper. Consequently, the first comparisons presented are 

in monochrome and deal with the Rembrandt drawings and etchings. 

The first of these facial matches appears in Figure 3. On 

the upper left is a 1628 self portrait in the Rijksmuseum. MR in 

the upper right has been adjusted in proportion as_ described 

above. Below these are the matchups taking one half of one 

together with one half of the other. @he synthesis at the lower 

might is startling in several respectss First, the composite nose 

is virtually perfect in every detail. Second, the mouth and lips 

match in shape and proportion. Finally, creases in the cheeks 

extending from the nostrils to the corners of the mouth show 

considerable similarity even though Rembrandt would have been 

about 35 years older in MRoeLteis difficult to say much about the 

eyes as the lighting and shadow are so different. 

Figure 4 employs the Rembrandt face from "Rembrandt and His 

Wife Saskia" of The Pierpont Morgan library. The match in the 

lower right again reveals an impressive match of nose, mouth, and 

cheek. In this instance the apparent age difference would still 

be substantial (25-30 years), yet the conformity in features is 





dramatic. 

A last rembrandt etching to be compared to MR in this manner 

is known as "Rembrandt Drawing at a Window" (1648) which is at 

the British Museum. This etching is reproduced in Figure 5 (upper 

left). The split-image match to MR in the lower right is quite 

interesting ~ane = that er tier chinwis now =beginnins * toe match in 

addition to the nose, mouth, lips, and cheek creases. Evidently, 

by 1648 Rembrandt had begun developing the double chin that is so 

noticeable in his self-portrait paintings of the 1650s and 1660s. 

In fact it would have been quite surprising and disturbing if the 

MR portrait of an old man had matched the chins of the young 

Rembrandt in Figures 3 and 4 as the fleshy portions of a man's 

face would have to sag to a considerable degree in some 30 years. 

Thus, this’ modulation in® facial match depicted by Figtres’ 3,°°4, 

and 5 conforms to the evident aging that would be expected if MR 

is in fact the face of Rembrandt. 

The remainder of this investigation turns now to technical 

comparisons between the polychromatic Rembrandt painted self- 

portraits ‘and MR. The Rembrandt works will be identified by 

number according to the system employed in Ref. 7. 

Before proceeding with split-face matches in color it is 

appropriate to the continuity of Figures 3, 4, and 5 to match two 

polychrome @ portraits in’ black and’ white ‘reproduction. This "is 

presented “in = Figure =o. in’ "this=instance MRim appears ine the 

upper left and Rembrandt self-portrait painting 366 is in the 

upper ' right. The match formed an the Lower Lett) as fespecta lly 

tnteresting, “Alef eatures including ther double ‘chin, the dips, 

the shape of the mouth, the creases, the nose, the eyes, and the 

10 





Drow= match perfectly. Noting the date of 366 (1658) makes the 

congruency of the match plausible as the faces being compared 

would now be of approximately the same age. If both are indeed by 

Rembrandt, the quality of the match may also be a consequence of 

Doth, faces §betug= orl). portraits tor the first time “in -this 

investigation. It is virtually certain that a great deal more 

Gare” goes" into the execution of a painting that into a sketch: 

Thus the geometrical accuracy may be greater in these two works. 

The comparison of drawings and etchings is simplified by the 

fact that only the geometrical features come into play. Whereas 

paintings may be more realistic, differences in coloration 

Cportraying lighting variations for instance) may make 

comparisons more difficult than for black and white. However, 

when MR is scaled to a split-screen match with Rembrandt self 

portraits 364° “and 366 “(Figures / “and 8) “the  matehes “are 

acceptable, aesthetically. Even though the head positions are 

somewhat different suggesting differences in proportion, the 

facial details match remarkably well when scaled. In particular 

the brows, eyes, cheek bones, noses, mouths, mouth creases, lips, 

and chins match very well. 

These split-face matches do not prove that the face in MR is 

that of Rembrandt. However, its geometrical characteristics are 

close enough to those in the known self portraits to indicate 

that it could be Rembrandt's face. Of course there is no 

geometrical way of proving that it is Rembrandt's face. The most 

that can be shown is that it is "eonststeneercacurempyscceature as 

indicated by Figures 3-8. On ocassion two different faces can be 

found tiatearesaurce Simidaty vutetnis LS a rare, occurrence. 

hi 





SToupSMEOLievertvcalenvars @isaea Gcondensedsehistogram “for the 

corresponding face in the portrait whose number appears 

immediately below that histogram. Each reveals the chiaroscuro 

characteristic, oti sayelucterszofepixelssatethe dark end Cat. the 

left of cach histogram), and another) cluster at the bright end. (at 

thejerighteoreesaehp- histogram). salhe,othersinteresting feature... of 

the histogram@set is,the, trend: from-a, smooth .uniform,.intensity 

distributaons |foregithemeecarivs portraits of) ay young .face, to the 

uneven distribution with a central feature exhibited by the aged 

faces. Evidently, this central feature characterizes Rembrandt's 

rendering of emerging wrinkles and other age marks. 

Attention, nowis turns) tos the smalljoroup of , full-face | self 

portraits by Rembrandt and to MR. These are presented in Figure 

11. Again the established Rembrandt works are labeled by the 

individuals catalogues numbers (395_ 314,00 ands364)..0 The, MR face as 

identiiied| “asp ATES’. @ They, corresponding scondensed, histogram 

presentation for these appears in Figure 12. Again, the histogram 

for the young face is monotonically smooth. As the face ages, the 

intensity distribution becomes progressively more erratic. The 

two most aged (364 and test) quite clearly exhibit the emergence 

of the central as in the three-quarter face sequence. Brhus, the 

aging sequence follows the same progression in the_ shading 

statistics for both the full-face and three-quarter face 

portraits.  wAlthough the individual, histograms, for, the, two, facial 

angles are somewhat different (the shadows are deeper for the 

turnedia aces) eithe (trends Paare | the same. significantly... the 

histoerpametoresMk Siitsceathis trend, gplnis in siitsel® ydoes,.not 

establish that MR was executed by Rembrandt, but it does reveal 

18 





that 1 siteonsistent withWhis use of light and dark and his 

treatment of the portrayal of the aging process. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSES (PALETTE) 

There is a great deal more information in the polychromatic 

spectral character of paintings than in the simple distribution 

of light and dark analyzed in the preceeding section on albedo. 

Thus, the potential for developing definitive comparisons and 

contrasts between images is much greater, and the opportunity to 

uncover distinctive earmarks of Rembrandt self-portrait style and 

execution is enhanced through analyses of color. In this section 

we proceed to extract the histogram data for each individual 

primany color band (viiz.uee red, “green,) and? blue) @ Thus, ‘the sta— 

tistics of each face will be characterized by three, rather than 

one,e individual) histograms ©) To accomplish these analyses "the 

individual RGB outputs of the video camera viewing the painting 

are digitized separately by the computer and independent 

histograms are calculated for each color band. 

In order to develop a data base upon which to build compari- 

son criteria, RGB histograms are presented for a diverse selec- 

tion of portraits by other painters. “~“These™ will demonstrate™ the 

range of variation to be expected between unrelated portraits by 

dittereniteearcmistee ofeditferentataces 9° Four® sucht? sets’ of) °/RGB 

histograms with the associated faces appear in Figures 13, 14, 

P5seeanuel Lo. es iwoedre: portrautcnbpy otuarte(a3 andel6).98 One is a 

Goya sell @portracte@iajne Fapurerionistagportraite) by RKapheels 

COnSiMeringsseurst Figures# ls eels eeandias MCaldeiby different 

artists) Tht Ge Validle Titan tah asta lee meeion dtay daca: corresponding 

20 





2 

histograms are quite different. 

Inspeetion™ of the Srede™histocgrams (upper “left) ~for “the 

Stuart,  GCoya,eeand Kaphael portraits (Figures’13, “14; “and 15) 

SPeveat qurtesitererencetormes Fisures=i3eand 5 ehavespeaks at’ low 

intensities” “while™ Figure 14 is highest at high intensities. 

Figure 13 has a secondary peak at a higher intensity while Figure 

15 simply tapers off at the high end. Comparable differences are 

eviden@ “ine@titewgreen-bandshistogranss “Figure "l3°has” a “fairly 

Sharp band at low intensities and a lower uniform distribution 

extending to high intensities. Figure 14 has a strong broad peak 

at low ‘intensities and a narrower peak at high intensities. 

Fisuremw 15° "has® “a-sharp peak at “row intensities with “a? "knee" 

extending up to intermediate intensities. Finally, ene blue 

histograms also exhibit significant differences in character. 

Figure 13 has a sharp peak at low values that uniformly trails 

off to zero at mid range. Figure 14 has a major broad peak at low 

intensities and a secondary broad peak at the high end. Figure 15 

has only a narrow peak at low values. In summary these three 

faces by different artists reveal very different distributions of 

red, green, and blue intensity values. 

Comparing one Stuart portrait (Figure 13) with with another 

(Figure 16) is quite another matter. Whereas there are minor 

differences in the widths, heights, and positions of the peaks, 

valleys, and knees of the RGB histogram distributions, the global 

characteristics are the same for all three color bands. 

The above exercises involving four portraits by three 

artista sorengmy  SUCCe Sts ehat stnhere aS sscientitac Merit “an 

exploiting primary color-band histograms to distinguish portraits 
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that were executed by an individual hand. However, before pro- 

ceeding™ with® an KGB analysis ot MR within the context™ of) Ren= 

brandt's self portraits there is one further topic that must’ be 

considered. ~This is the issue of distinguishing!’ original works 

from copies or forgeries. 

In” Figure” 1/7 an? authenticated Rembrandt self ' portrait is 

shown next to an authenticated copy. To the unaided eye there are 

subtle, but distinguishable, “ditterences.® Among these are the 

rendering of the hair as well as the shape and shading of the 

eyes. The situation is somewhat more distinct with reference to 

the corresponding histograms. The black and white (albedo) 

histograms and green-band histograms for these two paintings are 

shown for side-by-side comparison in Figure 18. The associated 

red-band and blue-band histograms may be compared in Figure 19. 

lt "appears "that "the individuals histograms are closer =to one 

another »than are’ those of the different’ artists ‘“CStuart,” Goya, 

and Raphael) as discussed above. On the other hand they exhibit 

many more differences in character than do the histograms of two 

paintings byethew sane artis @igures 13° and™16° by Stuart)** Thus, 

this “rather ~dimited data base’ involving the statastics “of ‘six 

portraits lends some credence to the hypothesis that histogram 

comparisons may serve to aid in distinguishing those works by a 

Particular =nande strom those oy 6 Olner = artists, = copists,. ) and 

forgers. Without a doubt this is a small data base from which to 

generalize. However, it does represent a start in an area where 

new tools are much in need. 

Withee tnes=aboverds sauStanrtanom=polnteat bentvons now turns = vo 

RGB comparisons between MR and a Rembrandt self portrait. 
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scribed| earlier( an this:section,., RGB histogram janalyses are 

performed by scanning the images in each of the three primary 

colors and then computing independent ‘histograms for each of the 

digitized ~bands.@ In analyzing the Stuart, "Goya, and Raphael 

paintings earlier it emerged that these RGB histograms do 

correlate with @hevartist (for the limited’ statistical sample 

investigated). CGonsequent ly.) -attentdon siwills turmae now 6 to; va 

comparison between the RGB histograms for MR and those of the 

1659 "Self-Portrait with Palette and Brushes" (Kenwood House, 

#379). (In terms of head position and style the Metrolopitan's 

1660 /Self—Portraityin a. large: Beret’. 4 #381, “would= haves been 

a better choices however a high-quality photograph was 

unavailable for this investigation.) 

Figures 920 Sandi 2ivdisplays they tacial amages,fand, the,) RGB 

histograms for Rembrandt self-portrait #379 and MR, respectively. 

The blue-band histograms are perfect matches of each other. The 

green-band histograms are nearly perfect matches as well. (They 

look guite different in magnitude because of auto scaling that 

plotted one on the x10 scale and the other on the x100 scale due 

to a very few low-value pixels with high counts.) The two red- 

band histograms have a similar overall character with a large 

peak at low intensity anda lower peak at high intensity. 

However, the low-value peak in #379 is somewhat broader than in 

MR. Also, the high-value peak in #379 is about twice the height 

of) that wine Mae 

Referring back to the Stuart-Raphael-Goya and Rembrandt-—Copy 

comparisons it,is»@lesc thateMR issabouteastelosesto #o790as were 

the, twoeSttarts to each other. Further, MR@ande#379Nappear*closer 
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bowtedeh thanpdidethesRenbrandt topitsscopyvorsthey Stuart to ‘the 

Raphael or the Goya. From this result we move on to the issue of 

brush technique and in particular the degree of blending of the 

strokes. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSES (BLENDING) 

The foregoing analyses have focused on global aspects of the 

Rembrandt POrEralis. These features were the geometrical 

characteristicsyeof thestace.(ethe degree of ,albedo, (relating. .to 

shading and chiaroscuro), and chromatic RGB palette distribution. 

The final, topics prow ibe Pinvestigatede where, pertains gto, the 

statistics of the detailed brush strokes. Indeed, traditional 

inspection of paintings for the purpose of attribution relies 

heavily on brush technique. Often the directions of the strokes, 

theirs Lengths, their widths, the degree of impasto, and the 

blending of the individual pigments yield important clues as_ to 

the identity of the artist. These characteristics are illustrated 

by Figure 22 where: facial details are shown for MR @iate. and 

early Rembrandt self-portraits, and a work by Raphael. From these 

four examples it is clear that there is an enormous range. in 

technique as to the parameters identified above. 

The tools of computer IP can be applied to analyze and 

quantifyoe such characteristics, statistically... Onewo. these 

approaches involves measuring the frequency with which pixel 

values change a small amount when moving to a neighbor and _ how 

often ithelichangeldics. largess Whe ‘statistics of such changes, may be 

plLottedia nm jiabhistogram format $5 Four examples are. presented in 

Figures 23, 
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In Figure 23 are the four spatial-frequency histograms for 

MR (upper left), Rembrandt late self-portrait #499 (upper right), 

the! Rembrandtet Portrait) of sayScho lar’) (707 (lowers left),- andy an 

early Rembrandt self-portrait #29 (lower right). The origin of 

each histogram is iateits lower weft corner. |) The: horizontal scale 

of each (abscissa) represents the change in intensity when moving 

frome are particuiam® pixelatomits neighbor. The height of each 

vertical bar represents the numbers of jumps in intensity in the 

scene of ‘that’ particulan magnarudenurahus, Lt is evident in -éach 

of thes fours histograms) thatemostiof the pixeliwalue) ajumps c.are 

smaliet(exg.Gen OO, G2) as thervent icad@ibanss ares loneests mear.the 

respective origins. <The taperime, off of the distributions toward 

larger values of pixel jumps may be interpreted as a measure of 

the smoothness or blending of the brush strokes. When the fall 

off is rapid; G@ite.4) FO/eand #29) then ther blending sisesmooth. On 

thess.othershand-eea slowemiaildeott asmings hestiwand: 74998 is'@an 

indication of a degree of abruptness that is indicative of poor 

blending. @liv'is interestings tol nete thatitherspatials histograns 

for MR and self-portrait #499 are comparable. They fall off at 

about the same rate and both reach to about half of full scale. 

This is in contrast to the early Rembrandt works (#67 and #29) 

that exhibit); truncated distributions’ toward the higheriyievels: 

Thus, the spatial statistics of the brush stroke blending of MR 

are consistent with those in the Rembrant self-portrait of the 

appropriate period in Rembrandt's career. 

Ttey is! sevidentatortherunaided!eyesin inspecting: «Figuressi22 

that the blending is smoother in the early Rembrandt works. It 

may be asked’ how the, computer) analysis adds \anything to this 
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obvious conclusion? The answer is that spatial-frequency histo- 

ELAM wana lyStsmelracilitates the quantification of ethics. biending 

artifact allowing a more rigorous mathematical comparison. Fur- 

ther, as more paintings are scrutinized in this manner, the data 

base will grow and automated computer searches may be instituted 

to seek out matches and relationships that at present are largely 

uncovered as a matter of chance. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The computer IP analyses reported here have expanded con- 

Siderably the body of information pertaining to the spectral, 

chiaroscuro/albedo, and brush-stroke characteristics of the Ren- 

brandt self-portraits. Although several paintings have been 

examineds “Tne iLhiswstudy-eelc le =stiliisomethine of =a) | probative 

efpornt. Bim “contrast, tor aneexnaustive © statistical “sampling. As 

further years pass and computer IP becomes commonplace the data 

base on the unique Rembrandt "fingerprint" will emerge in due 

course. However, the shear magnitude of Rembrandt's output makes 

this an enormous task. 

Whereas the statistical analyses performed on MR and_ the 

Rembrandt portraits were not exhaustive, they are more extensive 

than those performed on any other collection of paintings. The 

work focused on the*facial features rather than on such other 

areas sas) harr, — neck, shoulders, or background. Clearly, the 

artist would have concentrated his attention on the face, and the 

ancillary features probably exhibit less attention to. personal 

features. Thus, these investigations probably represent a sens- 

ible attack in terms of a reasonable expenditure of time and 
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energy at this stage win the developmentmot IP )technology “for 

authentication. 

The study) “reported in this report does not probe each. and 

every possible avenue of investigation as was mentioned above. 

However, a very considerable range was covered, and interesting 

and important results emerged. First, the split-face 

investigations involving Rembrandt drawings, etehingic: and 

paintings show that the face in the painting identified as MR 

could be that woof @Rembrandts] Second, the chiaroscuro/alibedo 

measurements indicate that MR is consistent with the properties 

of Rembrandt self-portraits and especially with those of the 

1660s. -Uhirds the KGB color distribution of MR is) also consistent 

With “that of the Pores oorenecmCand inconsistentawithie that of 

the one copy considered). Finally, the spatial frequency 

characteristics of WMROindticatemambrushy technique very close ta 

that of the self-portraits and quite different from those of 

several other artists. 

Each of the above findings alone could be a coincidence. 

Taking these four "coincidences" together shifts the overall 

probabil lityetowardethe position) thateuReisaclocelyarelated aro the 

body of Rembrandt's ninety self-portraits. These results are 

Gonsistentegwitheethe, sconclusionethiat sMReissone sof. the. thirty 

Missaneeworkse otatistical analyses of the type reported here can 

not prove that MR was executed by the hand of Rembrandt. However, 

if X-ray and materials analyses also point in this direction, 

then the evidence becomes overwhelming and surely much stronger 

than the bases for many of the generally accepted Rembrandt 

Zijeresg at oye SL foal CS) 
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DOUGLAS C. WILLIAMS e 10830 - Ist Dr. S.E. ¢ Everett, Washington 98208 (U.S.A. ) 

Phone: frea Code (206) 347-8645 

“oe 
June 13, 1989 

Dr. Alfred Bader 

President, 

ALDRICH CHEMICAL 

Dear Dr. Bader, 

First, let me introduce myself to you. My name is Douglas Williams and I represent the 

owners of a very important old master painting..a self portrait oil painting of the famous 

Dutch artist Rembrandt, in his later years. New evidence concludes that this painting is one 

of the approximately 30 missing self portraits of Rembrandt, and was once in the collection 

of Count Leon Vandalin Mniszech, an illustrious Polish Count who lived in France in the 

1800's. 

Recently, an associate of yours and ours, Dr. John Asmus of the University of California, San 

Diego, completed a series of scientific tests using computer image processing and 

enhancement to analyze this Rembrandt self portrait. The results of the tests by Dr. Asmus, 
re which took over one year to complete, show very strong evidence that this portrait was 

painted by Rembrandt himself. Also, Dr. Giancarlo Calcgno of the Soprintendenza Beni 

Ombientalia di Venezia, an associate of Dr. Asmus, concluded that the painting is in an 

excellent state of conservation and was skillfully executed by the artist. 

Our purpose in writing you, on the referral of Dr. Asmus, is to inform you that this self 

portrait of Rembrandt is now available for purchase. Enclosed with this letter is a color 

photo of the portrait, and a copy of the test results performed by Dr. Asmus. All technical 

information is available for viewing with Dr. Asmus at his facility in California. 

If you are interested in this painting please contact either myself at the above address or 

phone number or Dr. Asmus (address/phone listed below), for further details: 

Dr. John F. Asmus 

8239 Sugarman Dr. 

LaJolla, California 92037 (U.S.A.) 
Phone: Area Code (619) 452-1839 

Very sincerely yours, 

\ nif 
| ; SO - ,)A/) 

Ke laa C. Yo Meena 
\ 

Douglas C. Williams 

Representative 

DCW /jd 

Enclosures 





COMPUTER IMAGE STUDIES OF REMBRANDT SELF PORTRAITS 

John F. Asmus, PhD 

Research Physicist 
Institute for Pure and Applied Physical Sciences 

University, of (California, oan Diego 
Law olla, CA 920378 (USA) 

BACKGROUND 

There is a great deal of uncertainty and controversy sur- 

rounding the artwork legacy of Rembrandt van Rijn. Much of the 

difficulty stems from the dearth of reliable contemporary foods 

mentation covering the artist's activities and the great number 

of students who painted in his studio. Consequently, attribu- 

tions have rested heavily upon subjective assessments of style 

and execution, together with whatever historical evidence can be 

uncovered. The dilemma associated with selecting those works 

which should be asigned to Rembrandt is complicated further by 

his fame and the potential for great financial return from the 

discovery of new pieces. In recent decades this dilemma has been 

alleviated to a considerable degree by the introduction analyti- 

cal scientific methods for analyzing (and, in some cases, dating) 

the materials of an artwork. However, the greatest impact of 

materials analyses has been to throw out many style-based attri- 

butions after finding that the materials were inconsistent with 

the artist's legacy. Thus, materials analyses typically play a 

negative role in showing that an attribution is impossible rather 

than proving that the work in question was by a particular hand. 

On the other hand a new opportunity has emerged as a conse- 

quence of NASA's pioneering development of computer image proces- 

sing (IP) throughout the early years of the space program. During 





the past 10-15 years many of these techniques have been advanced 

and simplified for medical diagnostics, television special 

effects, and several other applications in science and industry. 

Consequently, it is now possible to apply this tool to the® direct 

attribution of a painting through analyses of various statistical 

properties of a painting (Ref. 1). This report describes the 

first efforts at investigating the properties and statistics of 

Rembrandt portraits so as to provide a basis for determining 

which should be included in the body of his works, rather than 

which should be excluded. 

TECHNICAL ANALYSES OF ARTWORKS 

Much of the eae tor art scholarship involves the inspec- 

tion and interpretation of photographs and radiographs. Quite 

often such materials leave something to be desired in clarity, 

contrast, or detail. Consequently, in more recent years computer 

image processing (IP) technology has begun appearing in art 

conservation activities pertaining to such images. For instance 

James, et. al. (Ref. 2) adapted digital radiography to the analy- 

SissoOL es Daintrinvcmandsdtusaciieve Nroher contrast. abut. ata, “cost 

Of lowerespatLwealeresolution. sbunther os) Druzik, set. .al. (Ref? 3) 

tackled the problems of interferences in radiographs, and Asmus, 

etna! whe. eo) mop p leds = lratomu Ultrason camimagessot) partwo nk 

interiors. 

THE REMBRANDT PAINTINGS 

It is difficult to imagine another artist in Western Civili- 

zation who is as universally known and admired as Rembrandt. His 





"Night Watch" is one of the most widely recognized paintings in 

the world. "Danae", located in the Hermitage is often cited as 

One| Olestnesmmostapeautatul spaintines si numexpstence ‘CRef. 5). 

However, Rembrandt's most stunning accomplishment may be the 

Seriésweope se toportrat tse that a Spang nas) wadtliomeelire.. obte is 

generally believed that the total number of these that he 

executed was about ninety. Of this number only 50-60 have been 

located and attributed with reasonable certainty. “Nevertheless, 

this’) portion of his output has» provided art historians with an 

exEnaordinary peinstent) into thewantistas, psycological, artistic, 

and emotional development as well as into his biological aging. 

In recent years a portrait from a Polish collection has_ been 

brought forward as a candidate for one of the 30-40 missing self- 

pont rawes:. It is an especially interesting candidate as it may 

fi VIS Mepapeinehembrandiosmlatterelatre (loOoOU-mo04)s that gis, not 

covered by any of the other known self-portraits. 

THE MNISZECH REMBRANDT 

This portrait, which for convenience will be referred to as 

the "Mniszech Rembrandt" (MR), was purchased in Venice, Italy by 

Mr. Robert B. Shaw in 1958. At the time of the sale the owner was 

evidently one of the heirs to the estate of the late Count Leon 

Vandalin Mniszech of Poland. Apparently, it had not been sold in 

Paris with the rest of the Count's collection in 1902. 

The painting has been damaged in that it has been cut down 

ins size...  Jhisemust: have taken place satter sits lefty thes Mniszech 

collection as his seal is presently wrapped around the stretcher 

boand. Lteiemclesar that it waserelined with a, new canvas prior to 





its being cut down. It was inspected by Dr. Giancarlo Calcagno of 

the Soprintendenza Beni Ambientali di Venezia who concluded that 

the remaining important central portion is in an excellent state 

of conservation and was skillfully executed by the artist. 

A photographic reproduction of the "Mniszech Rembrandt" (MR) 

to be employed in the computer IP investigations is reproduced in 

Figure 1. The sections that follow illustrate various approaches 

that were explored in applying the technology of computer IP to 

EhewamtnentaucatlonmoO tee hiSmaimb>e woul. 

GEOMETRICAL FEATURES 

A most important issue to be resolved first pertains to the 

identity ofthe: face portrayedvin= Figure li. © Put directly," if it 

is not Rembrandt's face, /ithen itican not be a Rembrandt self- 

portrait.) [hus, a plausible vwstarting point in investigating this 

painting is to compare the geometrical features of the face in MR 

with those of the generally accepted self-portrait paintings, 

drawings, and etchings (which may have to be reversed as etchings 

involve a transfer process that yields a mirror image). 

Technically, the flicker technique, photogrammetry, 3D-video 

viewing, and side by side inspection are found suitable quite 

frequently for geometrical image comparisons. When the differ- 

ences are major and a hard-copy presentation is desired juxta- 

posed images as in Figure 2 are both convenient and satisfactory. 

For images that are rather close in appearance small differ- 

ences are more easily discerned by means of an overlay. For 

instance in comparing two faces one could form a_ photographic 

double exposure with one shown in green and the other in red. 





PHOTO 
( Self Portrait At Front of Report ) 





Figure 2. Split-screen display of "The Descent from The Cross" 

and "The Flayed Oxen", both by Rembrandt. This type of comparison 

offers a convenient way to compare compositional features of two 

artworks. However, the spatial separation makes it difficult to 

detect subtle differences between very similar scenes. 
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However, our familiarty with the human face is such that the 

split-face composite is a powerful analysis technique in such 

instances (Ref. 6). Consequently, in the following the split-face 

technique has been utilized. These image superpositions were 

performed on a digital computer image-enhancement system manufac- 

tured) iby Chorwsi Data Systems. ine. © lt ist known as the? “Master 

Developer's System" and has a pixel field that is 512x484 with an 

8-bit palette significance. Image-Pro (Ver. 1.5) image processing 

software from Media Cybernetics, Inc. was employed to execute the 

analyses. 

In accordance with the above, original photographs of MR and 

comparison Rembrandt self-portraits were digitized and loaded 

into the computer. As any two original photographs will always be 

off sightly different magnifications, "it was necessary to” scale 

the computer-digitized image files to precisely the same _ size. 

This!) was) accomplished? by adjusting the? vertical) scales so =that 

the eye-level to mouth distances were the same lengths in the two 

images. The horizontal scales were adjusted to make the eye-pupil 

separations the same in both images. Having made these adjust- 

ments the computer image for MR and the various’ self-portrait 

faces were split down the vertical bisectors through the noses. 

Then, the various facial halves from the self-portraits were 

connected’ \tosthe- appropriate half’ ofeMk.  Tfva variety of these 

matches yield aesthetically acceptable faces, then it is quite 

plausi DLeetharelkersuas pObtralte OL Rembrandt, Dut not necessarily 

a self-portrait (to be addressed in subsequent sections). Usual- 

ly," “head¥orientation* would be expected to be’ problematical when 
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trying to match faces from different pictures. Fortunately, the 

number of Rembrandt self-portraits is so vast that many different 

orientations are available to choose from in seeking a match to 

the face in MR. 

Another complexity in forming split-face images of paintings 

iSyethates ot color .eclt eetieslachting in the twoemcompositions 

represent quite different situations, then the match may look 

poor, aesthetically. Further, if the varnish has aged and 

yellowed a great deal more in one painting, then a good match may 

look improper. Consequently, the first comparisons presented are 

in monochrome and deal with the Rembrandt drawings and etchings. 

The first of these facial matches appears in Figure 3. On 

the upper left is a 1628 self ry: in the Rijksmuseum. MR in 

the upper right has been adjusted in proportion as_ described 

above. Below these are the matchups taking one half of one 

together with one half of the other. The synthesis at the lower 

right is startling in several respects. First, the composite nose 

is virtually perfect in every detail. Second, the mouth and lips 

match in shape and proportion. Finally, creases in the cheeks 

extending from the nostrils to the Gorners,ot the Bmouth ~ show 

considerable similarity even though Rembrandt would have _ been 

about. 35 yearseoldermin MRoe lt is difficult ito sayemuch fabout the 

eyes as the lighting and shadow are so different. 

Figure 4 employs the Rembrandt face from "Rembrandt and His 

Wife Saskia" of The Pierpont Morgan library. The match in the 

lower right again reveals an impressive match of nose, mouth, and 

cheek. In this instance the apparent age difference would still 

be substantial’ (25-30 years), yet the conformity in’ features is 





Figure 3. Split-face syntheses employing a 1628 Rembrandt self- 

portrait (Rijksmuseum) shown in the upper left and MR (right). 

Figure 4. Split-face synthesis employing a 1636 Rembrandt self- 

portrart (Morgan bib. shown inethe upper Left and MR (right). 





dramatic. 

A last rembrandt etching to be compared to MR in this manner 

is known as "Rembrandt Drawing at a Window" (1648) which is at 

the British Museum. This etching is reproduced in Figure 5 (upper 

left). The split-image match to MR in the lower right is quite 

interesting Sinema ees Ehemechring:s now beginning «to. mateh in 

addition to the nose, mouth, lips, and cheek creases. Evidently, 

by 1648 Rembrandt had begun developing the double chin that is so 

noticeable in his self-portrait paintings of the 1650s and 1660s. 

In fact it would have been quite surprising and disturbing if the 

MR portrait of an old man had matched the chins of the young 

Rembrandt in Figures 3 and 4 as the fleshy portions of a man's 

face would have to sag to a considerable degree in some 30 years. 

Thus, this modulation in facial match depicted by Figures 3, 4, 

and 5 conforms to the evident aging that would be expected if MR 

is in fact the face of Rembrandt. 

The@irenaindereor thisminvestigation turnsenow,to iteehnical 

comparisons between the polychromatic Rembrandt painted self- 

poutraitswmandaeir.. Thes@eRembrandt works wall be sidentitied by 

number according to the system employed in Ref. 7. 

Before proceeding with split-face matches in color it is 

appropriatemto the continuity of sFigures (3,94, and)5 to match two 

polychrome portraits in black and white reproduction. This is 

presented in Figure 6. In this instance MR appears in the 

upper left and Rembrandt self-portrait painting 366 is in the 

upper right = The match#formed@in-the lower leftueis..especially 

interestinp «All “teatires including the “‘doublerchin,.” the “lips, 

the shape of the mouth, the creases, the nose, the eyes, and the 

10 





Figure 5. Split-face systhesis employing a 1648 Rembrandt etching 

2) (British Museum) shown in the upper left and MR (upper right). 

bed 

Sirti 7. 
66 COMPARISON 

Juni shaded aS ta snaps tia Taree 

Figure’ 6. )Split=face %synthesisjemployings 1658) Rembrandtepainting 

Sook Frick Sotlection tshown ingupperaright andeMRe(upper left). 
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brow match perfectly. Noting the date of 366 (1658) makes the 

congruency of the match plausible as the faces being compared 

would now be of approximately the same age. If both are indeed by 

Rembrandt, the quality of the match may also be a consequence of 

both) ‘faces Mbeing wrote portraiteuror, theveritera time Fine ithis 

investieationwe lissicevitrtuallyecertain thatearegreatssdealea more 

care) (goes) into sthe execution of a painting whats tinto 1a es esketch. 

Thus the geometrical accuracy may be greater in these two works. 

The comparison of drawings and etchings is simplified by the 

fact that only the geometrical features come into play. Whereas 

paintings may be more realistic, differences in coloration 

(portraying Ligherny: Variations @ ss Or. instance) may make 

comparisons more difficult than for black and white. However, 

when MR is scaled to a split-screen match with Rembrandt self 

portraits 364 and 366 (Figures 7 and 8) the matches are 

acceptable, aesthetically. Even though the head positions are 

somewhat different suggesting differences in proportion, the 

facial details match remarkably well when scaled. In particular 

the brows, eyes, cheek bones, noses, mouths, mouth creases, lips, 

and chins match very well. 

These split-face matches do not prove that the face in MR is 

that of Rembrandt. However, its geometrical characteristics are 

close enoltghmeto those in@the known “self portraits») to indicate 

that it could be Rembrandt's face. Of course there is no 

geometricaliway “ol proving’ that it Vs Rembrandt's face. The most 

thatiican=be=shiowneisethiab: Ltelswconusistentarcaturesby feature as 

indicated by Figunes 3-8. ° Onocassion two different faces can be 

found (that dre sdquitetsainildr; ebut this tis atrare loccurrence. 

Tz 
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Figure 7. Split-face polychromatic synthesis employing MR (upper 

y left) and Rembrandt self portrait 364 (upper right). 

Figure 8. Split-face polychromatic systhesis employing MR (upper 

lertce anc hemorandp sell portratt painting SOO Awpper right). 
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HISTOGRAM STATISTICAL ANALYSES" 

Complex bodies of information will have certain statistical 

properties. Such information forms the bases of numerous analyses 

in tields such at volce recognition, “cryptoeraphics, ocean waves, 

and quantum mechanics, just to name a few. As a painting requires 

a great) many brush sstrokes in its execution, “1f follows) that the 

resulting surface will have surface and spectral morphologies 

that) “are characteristic= of the length wand) “direction Sof, “the 

artist's brushing technique, the types of brushes used, the 

palette, the mixing technique, the speed of execution, the use of 

glazes, the care in blending, and the viscosity of the medium. 

One way of portraying the statistical characteristics of an 

image is through an amplitude histogram. An amplitude histogram 

is a graphical plots that indicates =the distribution of brightness 

levels throughout a pictorial scene. Histograms are essentially 

"fingerprints of the distributionsyot Light and dark shadang | in 

the scenes... In) other words 1692s 4 quantification cf © “chiaro— 

Scuro “which sis of such central significance in Ythe works of 

Rembrandt.9 lt Gis spossible thatwevery artist in) executing his 

works develops an envelope of shadings that are characteristic 

of his hand. On the other hand such stylistic mannerisms may be 

so deeply embedded in the overall geometrical and chromatic 

characteristics of each particular composition so as to be es- 

sentially) sinvisibleseanetne, Distograns sel hevonly wayeo. deter— 

mindne the etficacyeor theyhistogram approach to identityine an 

individual hand in the execution of a painting is to develop a 

substantial data base for the purposes of comparison. Then, by 

comparing histograms for various paintings by the same artist 
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with each other as well as with those for other artists and 

especially with histograms for known copies it may be possible to 

identify histogram artifacts that are unique to the artist in 

question. 

In order to interpret the histograms that are presented in 

the following pages it is necessary to understand something about 

the computer/digitization system that was employed in the’ study. 

At the onset the painting (or its photograph) is Viewed by a CCD 

television video camera. Its electrical output is transmitted to 

a computer input device known as a frame grabber or digitizer 

board. It divides the video camera‘scene into a grid of small 

dots. OF poluts of lipeht) known as (pixels (PICTURE ELEMENTS). (fhe 

system utilized in this study employed a matrix of” 512 pixels 

across the image by 484 vertical elements. Thus, the image can be 

thought of as being made up of 512 vertical columns” and 484 

horizontal lines. Consequentiy, there are a total of 512% 484 = 

247,808 pixels in the image. As is the case with most computer IP 

systems, each pixel is assigned one of 256 intensity levels 

(called 8-bit digitizing). The amplitude histogram is a graphical 

plot that displays the numbers cf pixels in the digitized image 

having each of the 256 possible intensity values (or shades of 

eray).) Oru polyciroMatlcmeimayesmedchs pixel is srepresented by 

three independent files, each with 256 intensity levels for the 

red, green, and blue portions of the spectrum, respectively. In 

such cases it takes three histograms (red, green, and blue) to 

describe the statistics of the image. 

in, Ssinmary san anplitudesiistogram 1s'a eraphical way of 
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displaying contrast and beiehtness. Forvinstance if most of the 

pixels have very high intensities (near 255), then the image is 

bright. If most of the pixels have very low intensities (near 0), 

thensthe imagesis dark. yveif the pixel distribution is in a narrow 

band, then the image has low contrast. When the pixel 

distribution spans the 256-level range, the image has high 

contrast. With this as background we proceed with the comparison 

of the statistics of MR and the known Rembrandt self portraits. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSES sCALBEDO) 

The first step in determining whether the statistics of MR 

match those of Rembrandt paintings must be to develop a data 

base. As with the split-face comparisons, for simplicity black 

and white (monochrome) images are considered first. In this 

instance the histograms portray the degree of whiteness (albedo) 

that Rembrandt paints into his faces. 

In: “Contrasteto the tuhl—taced MR painting the ymajyority of 

the Rembrandt self portraits present a three-quarter attitude. 

Consequently, ~inporder to develop. a broad "statistical basis, for 

the ‘characteristics opanis face through thesyears we shall begin 

by analyzing the three-quarter-face portraits and then generalize 

to a full-face situation and determine whether MR falls in place. 

Four of the three-quarter Rembrandt faces are reproduced in 

Figures9. s byethescatalocuesnumbersmd,. 31> B20/fegand (50) shite ab 

evident that this selection spans the artists life from youth to 

his tine) years 

The efor Nistograms corresponding "tothe *facesi in» Figure 9 

appearein anwalligned presentationmiin Figure lO. thach of the four 
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Figure 9. Four representative three-quarter-face Rembrandt self 

portraits shown in monochrome for albedo analyses (Figure 10). 

Hicune ull. walL emer Om ecOndensedehiistoghams: corresponding cto tine 

four three-quarter-face self portraits of Figure 9. 
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groups, of Sverticalmebarcmeiss amsconaenséds histogram for the 

corresponding face in sthe™ portrait whose number appears 

immediately below that histogram. Each reveals the chiaroscuro 

chamactéristic “of@ma clusterweot pixels Wat thesdark end (Cat othe 

left of each histogram) and another cluster at the bright end (at 

theMern cht otpeach=histogram) s Sihemother interesting feature... of 

the histogram set is the trend from a smooth uniform intensity 

disturbution shores the earlverporerailts of Jamyoune’ “tace: tonethe 

uneven distribution with a central feature exhibited by the aged 

faces. Evidently, this central feature characterizes Rembrandt's 

rendering of emerging wrinkles and other age marks. 

Attention now turns to the small group of full-face self 

portraits by Rembrandt and to MR. These are presented in Figure 

ll. Again the established Rembrandt works are labeled by the 

individialimcatalogne mumber (39.314, sand 364). Whe MR face is 

identified as "TEST". The corresponding condensed histogram 

presentation for these appears in Figure 12. Again, the histogram 

for the young face is monotonically smooth. As the face ages, the 

intensity distribution becomes progressively more erratic. The 

two most aged (364 and test) quite clearly exhibit the emergence 

of the central as in the three-quarter face sequence. Thus, the 

aging sequence follows the same progression in the _ shading 

statistics for sboth the, full-face” and, sthree-quarter face 

pontraits eAdthough the individual histograms forethe two facial 

angles are somewhat different (the shadows are deeper for the 

turned faces) the trends are the same. Significantly, the 

hUSLocran Omen Wet tes. tilts chend « winter Tie eliselt edocs. anot 

establish that MR was executed by Rembrandt, but it does reveal 
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Figure, if. Four representative full-face portraits (three by 

Rembrandt together with MR) analyzed for albedo in Figure 12. 

Figure U2. the foun scondensed histograms scorresponding. to. the 

EQup fu lbietace Port rat ts of Figure il. 
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thats Mke ts econsistentawitioniseusemolL Jighteandmdark and ‘his 

Creatmenteof thes portrayal motethewacing eprocess, 

STATISTICAL ANALYSES (PALETTE) 

There is a great deal more information in the polychromatic 

spectral character of paintings (than, in thevsimple “distribution 

of light and dark analyzed in the preceeding section on albedo. 

Thus, the potential for developing definitive comparisons and 

contrasts between images is much greater, and the opportunity to 

uncover distinctive earmarks of Rembrandt self-portrait style and 

execution is enhanced through analyses of color. In this section 

we proceed to extract the histogram data for each individual 

primary color band’ (viz., red, ereen, and blue). .hus, the sta— 

tistics of each face will be characterized by three, rather than 

one, individual histograms. To accomplish these analyses’ the 

individual RGB outputs of the video camera viewing the painting 

are digitized separately by the computer and independent 

histograms are calculatedifor each color (band. 

In order to develop a data base upon which to build compari- 

son criteria, RGB histograms are presented for a diverse selec- 

tion. of portraits by other “painters ee (hese wal waemonstratre, the 

range of variation to be expected between unrelated portraits by 

djpteréent (artists of different faceges OUutme such aeto mot. RGB 

histograms with the associated faces appear in Figures 13, 14, 

See and  l6peelwomape=pontraite byeotuaert (lo eandeto)ee One is a 

Goya selit,) portraltscl4).) Figuremloms aspOrtraimpyeenapoael . 

Consaderine meat Step acucesyA sees lo and 15 | falljaby ~ditferent 

Arita cts») ites sevident. thats the. individual corresponding 
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Figure 13. Stuart portrait’ together withthe intensity histograms 

f eS for the red, green, and blue bands. 

RGB DISTRI 

SS 

Rigumes sl4. Goya ISCUie= portraltes tovether™= with the “intensity 

histograms for the red, green, and blue bands. 
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Figure Li Raphael portrait together with the SC edo aity 

histograms for the red, green, and blue bands. 

"RGB DISTRIBUTIONS 

Figure 16. Stuart portrait together with the intensity histograms 

for the red, #ereen, and?’ biuve™ bands: 
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histograms are quite different. 

Inspection. vol) -Chemareds Nistograms (upper Jleft) “for the 

Stiart =) Goya, anc Rapnaciepolthalta a (hapuresmls,, m4) and. 15) 

reveal quite different forms. Figures 13 and 15 have peaks at low 

intensities whiles Figure” “l40isthichest™ wate high intensities. 

Figure 13 has a secondary peak at a higher intensity while Figure 

15 simply tapers off at the high end. Comparable differences are 

evident in the green-—band histograms. Figure 13 has a fairly 

sharps band” “stelow intensities anda, lower unitorm edistrabution 

extending to high intensities. Figure 14 has a strong broad peak 

at low intensities and a narrower peak at high intensities. 

Eiteure, 9155 “hase a sharp peakeat low intensitives “with a “knee™ 

extending up to intermediate intensities. Finally, the blue 

histopramse also exnibitwetoni ficane ditferencessying character. 

Figure 13 has a sharp peak at low values that uniformly trails 

off to zero at mid range. Figure 14 has a major broad peak at low 

intensities and a secondary broad peak at the high end. Figure 15 

has only a narrow peak at low values. In summary these three 

faces by different artists reveal very different distributions of 

red, green, and blue intensity values. 

Comparing one Stuart portrait (Figure 13) with with another 

(Figure 16) is quite another matter. Whereas there are minor 

differences in ther widths, (heights. sandepositions: of the peaks, 

valleys, and knees of the RGB histogram distributions, the global 

characteristics are the same for all three color bands. 

ThesmavOvenmexecrcasese anvVOUVINng el OUT pOortraltse Dy. thnee 

Artists | Strouse! yeasugcvestse thaty there ts (scientific “merit in 

exploiting primary color-band histograms to distinguish portraits 
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that were executed by an individual hand. However, before pros 

ceeding with an RGB analysis of MR within the context of Ren- 

brandt's self portraits there is one further topic that must be 

considered. This is the issue of distinguishing original works 

from copies or forgeries. 

In Figure 17 an authenticated Rembrandt self portrait is 

shown next to an authenticated copy. To the unaided eye there are 

subtle, but distinguishable, differences. Among these are the 

rendering of the hair as well as the shape and shading of the 

eyes. The situation is somewhat more distinct with reference to 

the corresponding histograms. The black and white (albedo) 

histograms and green-band histograms for these two paintings are 

shown for side-by-side comparison in Figure 18. The associated 

red-band and blue-band histograms may be compared in Figure 19. 

It appears that the individual histograms are closer to one 

another thanmlere sthoserotethesdifferent artists, (Stuart, Goya, 

and Raphael) as discussed above. On the other hand they exhibit 

many more differences in character than do the histograms of two 

paintings sbyatuemsame artist (Figures [3 and 1G by Stuart). Thus, 

thse tacnermelumUulecda dara  bDAScCMInVO Vinee tnewstatistics “of ‘six 

portraits lends some credence to the hypothesis that histogram 

comparisons may serve to aid in distinguishing those works by a 

Parwiculareeiendemcrom «those by other “artists, \ copists, and 

forgers. Without a doubt this is a small data base from which to 

generalize. However, it does represent a start in an area where 

new tools are much in need. 

WLC eNemmauvOVe: as. a Starting point attention now turns to 

RGB comparisons between MR and a Rembrandt self portrait. 
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Figure 18..Comparison of the black/white and green histograms for 

the Rembrandt self portrait and its copy Crigure 17). 

EMBRANDT _ 
~PORTRAIT.- 

lt one te eS EP ee + eee eS ee 

Figure 19. Comparison of the red and blue histograms for the 

Rembrandt self portrait and its copy (Figure 17). 
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scribed earlier in this section, RGB histogram analyses are 

performed by scanning the images in each of the three primary 

colors and then computing independent histograms for each of the 

digitized bands. eingeanalyzing -the Stuart,.) Goya, and Raphael 

paintings earlier it emerged that these RGB histograms do 

correlate with Sthe artist, @om fhe limited sg statisticalee sample 

investigated). Consequently, attention will turn now to a 

comparison ,between the RGB histograms for MR and those of the 

1659 "Self-Portrait with Palette and Brushes" (Kenwood House, 

#379). (In terms of head position and style the Metrolopitan's 

1660; “Self=Rortrait in a Large Beret, a7 0810 8 woulduhave sbeen 

a better choice, however a high-quality photograph was 

unavailable for this investigation.) 

Figures 20 and 21 display the facial images and the RGB 

histograms for Rembrandt self-portrait #379 and MR, respectively. 

The blue-band histograms are perfect matches of each other. The 

green-band histograms are nearly perfect matches as well. (They 

look ‘guite Bdaftferentain’ magnitude because of auto scalime = that 

plotted conesonmthessl0 scale andithe other on the x100 scate® due 

to a very few low-value pixels with high counts.) The two red- 

band histograms have a similar overall character with a large 

peak -at-Slows intensity sand aglowersypeak (ate high) “intensity. 

However, the low-value peak in #379 is somewhat broader than in 

MR. Also, the high-value peak in #379 is about twice the height 

ote that: in Make 

Referring back to the Stuart-Raphael-Goya and Rembrandt-—Copy 

comparisonstTit iseclearathat MReissaboutyas«close,to #3/9.-as were 

thestwo Stuartseto each#otheriakurther, «MR andy#379,appear closer 
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Figure 20. The face of the Rembrandt self-portrait #379 together 

with its RGB-band histograms. 

paar Soe a 
} 

RGB DISTRIBUT 

Figures2l.@ thestacestrometnestesteportraitpNRatogerherpwithesits 

RGB-band histograms for comparison with those of Figure 20. 
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tomwedeh thankdidethe themprandteto.its, copysoruatne Stuarteto, the 

Raphael or the Goya. From this result we move on to the issue of 

brush technique and in particular the degree of blending of the 

strokes. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSES (BLENDING) 

The foregoing analyses have focused on global aspects of the 

Rembrandt PODrtral tes, These features were the geometrical 

characteristics of themtace,. the degree of albedoi(relatins to 

shading and chiaroscuro), and chromatic RGB palette distribution. 

The final topic to be investigated here pertains to the 

statistics of the detailed brush strokes. Indeed, traditional 

inspection ~of “parntings for the purpose’ of “attribution: relies 

heavily on brush technique. Often the directions of the strokes, 

their lengths, their widths, the degree of impasto, and the 

blending of the individual pigments yield important clues as to 

the aidentity Ofsthe artiste. Ihese -characteristicssanemimiisustrated 

by Figure 22 where facial details are shown for MR pelbate and 

early Rembrandt self-portraits, and a work by Raphael. From these 

four ~ examples. ts siseclear that theresis an enormous Prange . in 

technique as to the parameters identified above. 

LhereCOOLom Ofte COmnpUuLet si Pecans Demapplteduy sto | tanalyze and 

quantify such echaracteristics; statistically. One of these 

approaches involves measuring the frequency with which pixel 

values change a small amount when moving to a neighbor and _ how 

atten ithe chance iselarvge. “hewstatistics sot such changes may be 

plottedginm a nistograns formate dur exanplessare spresented in 

Pie re 23% 
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Figure 22. Details from the faces of MR (A), late Rembrandt (B), 

early Rembrandt (C), and Raphael (D) showing brush technique. 

Pipdre 29, svatiavetrequency spectra tox MR ("best ). Rembrandt’ s 

getrenortirares 29 and.499, and Portrait of a scholar (67). 
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In Figure 23 are the four spatial-frequency histograms for 

MR (upper left), Rembrandt late self-portrait #499 (upper right), 

thei RembrandtetPortratty ort ae Scholar ')}5 -#67e(loweredert);, and an 

early Rembrandt self-portrait #29 (lower right). The origin of 

each histogramvissatyitsplower left) corner.¢)idhe horizontal scale 

of each (abscissa) represents the change in intensity when moving 

EronyPage partacusarempixsedetoe its neighbor. ihe Neight sof each 

vertical bar represents the numbers of jumps in intensity in the 

scene of that) particular magnitude, thus, it is: evident in each 

of the four histograms that most of the pixel value jumps are 

small) (ecg.,080,0 15 2) asl thei verticals barswarellongestsneary the 

respective origins. The tapering off of the distributions toward 

larger values of pixel jumps may be interpreted as a measure of 

the smoothness or blending of the brush strokes. When the fall 

offois rapide(ite<s: #6/sandy#29)¢ then thet blending de, smooth. On 

theshother@hands,gea isdowerstalls off as einatlTestie ands #49 9\s is*. an 

indication of a degree of abruptness that is indicative of poor 

blending. It is interesting to note that the spatial histograms 

for MR and self-portrait #499 are comparable. They fall off at 

aboutw etheasamentatel ands bothi reach ® towmaboutihalt of ful iscalie. 

This ist inscontrastytosther early earache works (#67 and #29) 

that exhaibitertruneated distributions toward the highers! levels 

Thus, *~thesspatdal statistics?) of thes brush®stroke blending of. oMR 

are consistent with those in the Rembrant self-portrait of the 

appropriate period in Rembrandt's career. 

ity pisiaevidentetortherunmaided’ ecyesin- inspecting), Figures )22 

that the blending is smoother in the early Rembrandt works. It 

may be asked how the computer analysis adds anything to this 

opt 





obvious conclusion? The answer is that spatial-frequency histo- 

grametanalystee LAacititates the quantification of this blending 

artifact allowing a more rigorous mathematical comparison. Fur- 

ther, as more paintings are scrutinized in this manner, the data 

base will grow and automated computer searches may be instituted 

to seek out matches and relationships that at present are largely 

uncovered as a matter of chance. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The computer IP analyses reported here have expanded con- 

siderably: ©*tlre (body tof Antormation pertaining "to the ) spectral, 

chiaroscuro/albedo, and brush-stroke characteristics of the Rem- 

brandt self-portraits. Although several paintings have been 

examineds “imeeithisystidy sy at is still somethingwot "a probative 

effort “as “contrast to an exhaustive statistical “sampling. As 

further years pass and computer IP becomes commonplace the data 

base on the unique Rembrandt "fingerprint" will emerge in due 

course. However, the shear magnitude of Rembrandt's output makes 

this an enormous task. 

Whereas the statistical analyses performed on MR and _ the 

Rembrandt portraits were not exhaustive, they are more extensive 

than those performed on any other collection of paintings. The 

work focused on the facial features rather than on such other 

areasprasshair,. =neck:, shoulders, or background. Clearly, the 

artist would have concentrated his attention on the face, and the 

ancillary features probably exhibit less attention to personal 

features. Thus, these investigations probably represent a sens- 

ible attack in terms of a reasonable expenditure of time and 

oe: 





eneéroey eat) obhis stage invetne development of) aP > technology. for 

authentication. 

The study reported in this report does not probe each and 

every possible avenue of investigation as was mentioned above. 

However, a very considerable range was covered, and interesting 

and important results emerged. First. the split-face 

investigations involving Rembrandt drawings, etchings, and 

paintings show that the face in the painting identified as MR 

eould be “that of Kembrandt. Second, the “chiaroscuro/albedo 

measurements indicate that MR is consistent with the properties 

of Rembrandt self-portraits and especially with those of the 

GiGOlSte a heies demnts lene Gatco lo mand dst Dit monm Omni Redise all sonic om sa is temt 

with that of the self-portraits (and eee eee Wel leer a eo o 

the one copy considered). Finally, the spatial frequency 

characteristics of MR indicate a brush technique very close to 

that of the self-portraits and quite different from those of 

several other artists. 

Each of the above findings alone could be a coincidence. 

Taking these four "coincidences" together shifts the overall 

probability toward the position that MR is closely related to the 

body of Rembrandt's ninety self-portraits. These results are 

consistent “with = ChesmeconcitsLONacila teri heaceOneCamOL mate = tinirty 

missing works. statistical analyses of the type reported here can 

not prove that MR was executed by the hand of Rembrandt. However, 

if X-ray “and materials analyses also point in this direction, 

then the evidence becomes overwhelming and surely much stronger 

than the bases for many of the generally accepted Rembrandt 

Bie jeag at lebiie alopgucs < 
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APPENDIX A. 

Albedo Statistics for 28 Rembrandt Self-Portraits 

The histograms for the self-portraits presented in the text 

are supplemented here by a much larger collection to demonstrate 

that the smaller “sroup is characteristic of theviull range of of 

Rembrandt's output. 
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APPENDIX B 

Histograms of Other Rembrandt Portraits 

The histograms for the Rembrandt portraits exhibit a great 

deal more diversity than do the self-portraits. 
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Statistical Analyses of Various Eyes 

eyes in painted portraits by Rembrandt, Titian, and 

analyzed by histogram and profile. As no consistent 

trends could be discerned, these results were not 

mcos: the studyeof MEK: 
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